Abstract A fast transition between a standard matter-like era and a late Λ CDM-like epoch generated by a single Unified Dark Matter component can explain the observed acceleration of the Universe. UDM models with a fast transition should be clearly distinguishable from Λ CDM (and alternatives) through observations. Here we focus on a particularly simple model and analyse its viability by studying features of the background model and properties of the adiabatic UDM perturbations.
Introduction
A possible framework explaining the acceleration of the Universe is provided by models of Unified Dark Matter (UDM) where a single matter component is supposed to source the acceleration and structure formation at the same time (see e.g. [1] , for a recent review).
UDM models with fast transition were introduced in [2] and show interesting features [2, 3] . The single UDM component must accelerate the Universe and provide acceptable perturbations which evolve in a scale-dependent fashion. In view of testing models against observations this may become computationally expensive. It is therefore essential to consider simple phenomenological models of the fasttransition paradigm for which as much theoretical progress as possible can be made from analytical calculations. This then can be used to increase the efficiency of numerical codes in dealing with these models. It turns out that the best receipt to proceed analytically is to prescribe the evolution of the energy density of UDM.
Generalities of UDM models

The background and the perturbations
We assume a flat Friedmann-Lemaître-Robertson-Walker (FLRW) cosmology where w = p/ρ characterises the background of our UDM model.
We assume adiabatic perturbations. The squared Jeans wave number plays a crucial role in determining the viability of a UDM model, because of its effect on perturbations, which is then revealed in observables such as the CMB and matter power spectrum [4, 2] . The explicit form of the Jeans wave number is [2] 
where c 2 s is the effective speed of sound. So if we want an analytic expression for k 2 J in order to obtain some insight on the behaviour of perturbations in a given UDM model, we need to be able to obtain analytic expressions for ρ, p, w and c 2 s .
Prescribing ρ(a)
Given a function (at least of class C 3 ) ρ = ρ(a), we can obtain the following expressions for the quantities that enter into k 2 J (1):
where a prime indicates derivative with respect to a.
Phenomenological UDM models with fast transition
A simple model for the background
We introduce an "affine" model [4] :
H t is compatible with having c 2 s > 0:
where the parameter β represents the rapidity of the transition. For α = 0, Eq. (5) reduces to ρ = ρ t a t a
representing a sudden transition to Λ CDM. In the following, we shall restrict our attention to this sub-class of models. Here ρ t is the energy scale at the transition, ρ Λ is the effective cosmological constant and the redshift for the transition z t = a
The Jeans scale and the gravitational potential
The Jeans wave number
We require k 2 ≪ k 2 J for all scales of cosmological interest to which the linear perturbation theory applies. A large k (1) is dominated by the ρ dc 2 s /dρ term. Thus, viable adiabatic UDM models can be constructed which do not require c 2 s ≪ 1 at all times if the speed of sound goes through a rapid change, a fast transition period during which k 2 J can remain large, in the sense that k 2 ≪ k 2 J . In general k 2 J becomes larger, with a vanishingly small Jeans length (its inverse) before and after the transition. Although it becomes vanishingly small for extremely short times, the effects caused by its vanishing are negligible (see the behaviour of the gravitational potential Φ below).
The gravitational potential
The equation that governs the behaviour of the gravitational potential Φ is [5] : From Fig. (1) we see that for an early enough fast transition with β > 500 and z t > 2 our UDM model should be compatible with observations. On the other hand, a study of the matter and CMB power spectra is needed to study the viability of models with 10 β < 500, and those with β > 500 and z t < 2.
